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FLEXMod Adaptive LED Tile allows for 

more creativity than ever before.  Its 

radical lightweight design eliminates any 

traditional display screen component:  

no shader, no perforations, no display 

screen, nothing to interfere with the 

viewing experience.  Its light weight and 

ability to curve, bend, fold and attach 

to virtually any surface makes it perfect 

for those installations that call for a non-

traditional LED solution.   FLEXMod 

allows for seamless convex or concave 

LED designs where traditional flat or 

flexible panels will not work.   FLEXMod 

is an extremely lightweight and high-

resolution production like no other.

MORE 
CREATIVITY 
THAN EVER 
BEFORE

ADVANTAGE

A wide range of pitch options 

allows for high resolution video 

playback as well as creative

architectural designs.

HIGH-RESOLUTION 1.6-6MM PITCH

Your tiles are calibrated directly out 

of the box to help increase success 

and ensure the perfect color and 

brightness of your LED screen.

PIXEL CALIBRATION
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DESIGN

Creating angles, curves, cylindrical 

and seamless designs have never 

been so easy with FLEXMod’s 

adaptive capabilities.

CREATIVE

FLEXMod tiles come in a standard 

size of 400mm x 300mm, but can be 

customized and trimmed to create 

angled tiles to meet the need of more 

creative LED video designs.

CUSTOMIZED TILES
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External sending and receiving control, paired with quality 

connectors, guarantee safe and reliable connections between 

each FLEXMod Adaptive LED tile where traditional flat or 

flexible LED panels are not applicable. Power supplies can be 

located up to 30 feet from the design, extending the life of 

your LED design and keeping construction of the final product 

slim, lightweight, and compact.

STABLE, RELIABLE 
CONNECTIONS & POWER 
MANGEMENT

Magnetic mounts, along with set 

screw ports, allow for attachment 

to virtually any surface or LED 

Video Design.

MAGNETIC
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Single tile replacement is made easy via magnets, 

improving accesability to electronics and overall 

product serviceability.

FRONT AND REAR 
SERVICABILITY

FLEXMod Tiles can be attached to virtually any surface via magnets. With each 

project being unique, the FLEXMod specific framing structure is designed and 

manufactured to accomplish your unique design and deployment

CUSTOM FRAMES
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APPLICATION

FLEXMod Specifications
Parameter

Model FMi-1.6 FMi-1.9 FMi-2.5 FMi-3 FMi-4 FMi-6

Pixel Pitch 1.667mm 1.923mm 2.5mm 3mm 4mm 6mm

Pixel Density (PSM) 360,000 270,400 160,000 111,111 62,500 27,778

Panel Size 400x300x10mm / 15.7x11.8x0.3in 288x144x7.5 mm/11.3x5.7x0.295in

Panel Resolution 240x180 208x156 160x120 96x48 72x36 48x24

Panel Weight .95kg / 2.09lbs 0.35kg / 0.77 lb

Serviceability Front or Rear

Adaptability 1146mm/ 45in Concave  | 764mm/ 30in Convex 733mm/ 28in Concave  | 366mm/ 14.4in Convex

Brightness 500-800 Nits 1000-1200 Nits

Refresh Rate 1920Hz 960Hz

Viewing Angle (H/V) 140° / 140°

Operating Temperature -4°F - 140°F / -20°C - 60°C

Power Connection Molded Connector

Working Power (Avg/Max) 250 / 625 W/m² 250 / 625 W/m²

Input Power 110-240V ; 50-60Hz

Processing Novastar

Data Connection Cat 5/6

Lifetime Hours 100000 Hours

Weather Rating IP43

*Specifications are the property of PixelFLEX LLC., and are subject to change. Please verify specifications for your build upon final order. Specifcations can vary for cus-
tomized modules. Custom modules may have external data boxes to meet the needs of your installation

POWER SUPPLY

ACCESORIES

POWER CONVERSION DATA CONTROL


